Getting patients engaged in their physical therapy programs with a collaborative and active approach can be a challenge, especially with complex pain cases. Some patients have had previous negative experiences with physical therapists and have little trust in us initially as providers. Others are very fearful of activity or perhaps have little faith in their ability to change their condition. Some may feel like physical therapy is just a requirement by their MD or insurance before they can get the operation that will really fix them. With these types of difficulties and others with a complex patient, it can be challenging to build the therapeutic alliance needed to assist in driving behavior change and meaningful outcomes. However, since we have seen that a good therapeutic alliance is associated with decreased pain, improved patient satisfaction and patient compliance\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^3\), it is potentially even more important to build a strong therapeutic alliance with our most complex patients. When it is hard to establish a connection or therapeutic alliance with a patient, it is helpful to focus on evidence-based communication skills that assist with the goal of building a connection. Therapeutic alliance can be enhanced by utilizing active listening techniques, non-verbal communication techniques, appropriate tones of voice and by demonstrating empathy toward the patient’s suffering. The Kaiser Permanente Four Habits Model is a helpful tool that can be utilized to assess your communication skills and develop a plan to improve your therapeutic alliance with complex pain patients. The four habits are:

1. Invest in the beginning: Create rapport quickly, elicit patient’s concerns, plan the visit with the patient
2. Elicit the patient’s perspective: Ask for patient’s ideas, elicit specific requests, explore the impact on the patient’s life
3. Demonstrate empathy: Be open to patient’s emotions, make at least one empathetic statement, convey empathy nonverbally, be aware of your own reactions
4. Invest in the end: Deliver diagnostic information, provide education, involve patient in making decisions, complete the visit

You can find a copy of the Four Habits Model and more detailed information, including techniques and examples, at this link: 

Never underestimate the value of giving your complex patient in pain the experience of being heard and understood. Our relationship with a patient should feel more like a dance than a struggle. If you find yourself frustrated, judging or arguing with your patient, it might be necessary to pause your agenda for a few minutes and use active listening skills and other techniques from the Four Habits Model to establish the therapeutic alliance key to patient-centered care and successful outcomes.
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